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Abstract
The size and complexity of decision problems in production systems and their impact on the economic results of companies make it
necessary to develop new methods of solving these problems. One of the latest methods of decision support is business rules management.
This approach can be used for the quantitative and qualitative decision, among them to production management. Our study has shown that
the concept of business rules BR can play at most a supporting role in manufacturing management, but alone cannot form a complete
solutionfor production management in foundries.
Keywords: Application of information technology to the foundry industry; Operation management, Business rules

1. Introduction
Enterprises nowadays have complex information systems that
supports decision making processes at all management levels.
Some information is stored in the companies’ computer systems,
some is written e.g. in the form of processes’ description
documents, and some of it is stored in the heads of the
experienced staff. That is why enterprisessearch for a convenient
and effective way to describe the rules that can support the
decision making process. Today’s recommended solution is the
use of business rules. Such approach has been successfully
applied in customer relationship management, marketing, the
mortgage
industry,
insurance
services,
e-government,
telecommunications,
engineering,transportation
and
manufacturing [2]. Possessing a well-designed business rule
management system can bring a competitive advantage not only
for huge, globally operating enterprises, but also for small and
medium manufactures.

In this paper we focus on the business rules approach for
production management in foundries. Section 2 describesthe
conception of business rules. Section 3outlines the core areas of
production management. In Section 4 the details of potential BR
applications in foundries are shown. The conclusions are drawn in
Section 5.

2. Business rules management
The Business Rules (BR) concept is defined as a formal way
of managing and automating an organization’s business rules so
that the business behaves and evolves as its leaders intend
[10].Business Rules Management (BRM) is one of the latest
approach to computer support of business activities: BRM
concept is implemented in business practice as Business Rules
Management Systems (BRMS). BRMS is a computer system used
to define, distribute, execute, monitor and maintain the decision
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logic. The major objective of BRMS is to allow describiing
busiiness processes to be implemented indeppendently of the
t
softw
ware system.T
The rules refeerring to the chosen decisiion
probblem establish a rule set. Froom the user’s point
p
of view, the
t
rule set is a closedd structure upoon which the coonclusion proceess
can be conducted. The knowleddge base of BRMS
B
allows for
storiing many mutuually independennt rule sets. The knowledge baase
usuaally allows alsoo for storing thhe knowledge inn other structuures
like decision tabless and decision grids that can be converted innto
rules form.
A single rule consists of a preemise and a connclusion, and uses
the ffollowing patteern:
IF <prem
mise> THEN <cconclusion>
Rule-based deccision systems can
c be used forr both quantitatiive
and qualitative deecisions: they have proved their
t
usefulnessin
[10]]:
– CRM systems,
– customer assessment systems,,
– sales systems,
– systems supporrting supply chaain managemennt,
– cost control andd budgeting,
– production mannagement,
– energy manageement.

In
n Section 4we use
u ISA-95 actiivities as the arreas of potentiaal
BR ap
pplications [5]:
1. Manufacturing
M
operations maanagement defines functionns
ty
ypically associaated with the sshop floor operrations: producct
deefinition manaagement, produuction resourcee managementt,
deetailed producction scheduliing, productio
on dispatchingg,
prroduction execcution managgement, production trackingg,
prroduction dataa collection, aand productio
on performance
an
nalysis.
2. Maintenance
M
opperations management: the activities thaat
en
nsure the availaability of persoonnel, equipmen
nt and tools foor
manufacturing
m
opperations.
3. Quality operatioons managemennt: the collection of activitiees
reelated to measuuring and repoorting on qualiity. The qualityy
op
perations manaagement includees both quality
y operations andd
th
he managementt of those operrations in ordeer to ensure the
qu
uality of interm
mediate and finall products.
4. In
nventory operattions managemeent: the collecttion of activitiees
th
hat manage the inventory of prroducts and maaterials, perform
m
peeriodic and/or on demand invventory cycle counts, manage
th
he transfer of material,
m
measurre and report on
n inventory andd
material
m
transferr capabilities, aand coordinate and control the
peersonnel and eqquipment used in material transsfer.

3. Productioon managgement

4. Business
B
r
rules
for p
production
manageme
m
ent

Classification of
o production management
m
arreas is not cleaar diffeerent sources give differennt schemes, although
a
we can
c
distiinguish some common
c
elemennts. J.B. Dilwoorth, in the classsic
worrk "Operations management" [4],
[ groups together activities of
prodduction manageement in the seven functionss of managemeent:
plannning, organiizing, controlling, directinng, motivatinng,
coorrdinating, trainiing and developping personnel.
Consistent stanndard of objeccts and decisioons promotes the
t
International Socieety of Automation [5]. The ISA
I
95 standarrds
provvide a formal model for exxchange data between
b
busineess
systtems and manuufacturing systeems. The modeel also includess a
definition of Manuufacturing Operrations Managem
ment (MOM), i.e.
i
the activities on thhe shop floor reequired to manuufacture produccts.
ISA
A-95 standard was
w developed inn order to reduuce the costs, rissks
and errors associaated with the im
mplementation of computerizzed
systtems for manaagement and control. The geeneral scheme of
deciision-making acctivities in the ISA-95
I
model is shown in Fig.. 1.

Fiig. 1. Productioon managementt activities accorrding to ISA 955
S
[5]
standard. Source:
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Th
he review of the
t literature cconcerning busiiness rules, haas
shown
n that there is no
n reports on thhe practical app
plications of BR
R
in pro
oduction managgement of the fo
foundry industry
y. Therefore we
will analyze
a
and try to make use off some solution
ns developed foor
related
d industries, in particular the m
metal industry.

4.1. Manufactu
uring operaations management
Bu
usiness rules caan be useful onnly in two field
ds of operationns
manag
gement: producction schedulingg and productio
on analysis. The
remain
ning activities are
a administratiive or control, in
i which the use
of BR
R is unjustified.It is true that pproduction dispaatching is basedd
on sim
mple rules, but they
t
do not havve the nature of business rules.
Prroduction scheduling is carriied out on a daily
d
or weeklyy
basis to find the asssignment and sequencing off tasks (clientss’
orderss) to productioon resources (ee.g. machines, labour). In reaal
produ
uction environm
ment there aree a lot of organizational andd
techno
ological constrraints which m
must be satisfieed by schedulee.
Thus, sophisticated optimization aalgorithms havee to be used too
solve the schedulingg problems, whhileBRM system
ms do not allow
w
for in
ncorporating thhe optimizatioon models.Rulees can expresss
empirrical associationns between deecision-making conditions andd
probleem solving actioons, for examplle [1]:
IF a lot
l is available and could be scheduled but it is known thaat
an esssential machinee must undergoo maintenance in a short time
THEN
N delay this lot and
a try to scheddule another.
Attempts to use BR (or more brroadly - expertt systems) in the
schedu
uling have beeen taking plaace since the eighties of the
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twentieth century [6] and show that BR can play at most a
supporting role, but alone cannot form a complete solution.
Another field of BR applications to production scheduling is
clients’ orders prioritizing based on clients’ classification. Due
dates are usually related to the priorities of clients as due-dates for
less prioritized orders can be sometimes postponed for a few days
without significant consequences.
The successful implementation of BRM for foundry clients’
classification was presented in [11]. The system consists of 64
rules which cover three properties: economic attributes (sales
value per year, profit margin), trading attributes (complaints
period, payment time-limit), production attributes (specified
tolerances, special packing, external treatment, the level of
technical cooperation). The client classification has a great
importance in business cooperation as it can be the basis for
orders’ prioritisation or discount policy, according to the client
class. This classification problem appeared to be not very
complicated and declarative knowledge proved to be sufficient to
solve it.
Production analysis consists in investigation of useful
information from the collected data about the current status of
production performance. Performance indicators evaluate the
success of production activities in physical or financial units of
measure. Although we haven’t found any example of BRMS for
production performance analysis, the development of such a
system would not be difficult. After calculating the indicators, a
set of rules would be fired, to draw the conclusion on how to
classify the production process. For example, if some indicator
Ind1 took one value from four ranges, a set of rules would look
like:
IF Ind1<Level1 THEN Process1=”poor”
IF Ind1>=Level1 AND Ind1<Level2 THEN Process1=”average”
IF Ind1>=Level2 AND Ind1<Level3 THEN Process1=”good”
IF Ind1>=Level3 THEN Process1=”very good”
After performing such an analysis for all indicators, the
overall performance index would be determined by the main set
of rules which summarize conclusions from bottom-level rules.

4.2. Maintenance operations management
Maintenance operations include all activities to keep
productive facilities and equipment in acceptable operating
conditions. There ae two types of maintenance: preventive and
remedial (breakdown) [4].Since maintenance activities are among
the most critical in production management, the systematic and
comprehensive approach to maintenance is needed.
Or [8] presented a decision support system (DSS) for
maintenance planning in a large foundry supplying castings for
automotive industry. Planning involves balancing preventive
maintenance (PM), breakdown maintenance (BM), and backuping
costs with costs of lost production. The proposed system has the
following characteristics:
− efficient knowledge base,
− capability for generating of daily (weekly) PM task schedules,
− capability for calculating and keeping track of various
performance indicators,
− availability of material requirements planning,

−
−

realistic determination of PM task priorities,
a control mechanism for deviations between plans and
actions.
Although this DSS didn’t use business rules, the author
suggested to employ a set of rules reflecting the managers’
behavior in various policy decision situations. This mechanism
should be supported by analysis of performance indicators; the
analysis, in turn, could be done with BRMS module.

4.3. Quality operations management
Quality control is based on statistical methods, but many
problems may bewritten using rules notation. One of them is the
diagnosis of defects of semi-finished and finished products. As an
example may serve CastExpert- an expert system for the
diagnosis of defects in castings, developed at the Foundry
Research Institute by a team of S. Kluska-Nawarecka [7]. The
core of the system is a set of IF ... THEN rules, that with over
90% efficiency is able to detect the type of defect and the reasons
for its origination.
Another example is an expert system for diagnosis of
equipment failure in the production of oils and lubricants. The
system proposed by Y. Qian et al.[9] contains hundreds of rules to
cover, among others, measured in real-time physical parameters
of equipment and materials, offering the operator appropriate
response to the diagnosed errors and failures.

4.4. Inventory operationsmanagement
The analytical methods, simulation, or mathematical
programming are employed in typical inventory problem.
However, there are situations in which these methods cannot be
used because of the unusual nature and dimension of the problem.
R. Venkatraman and S. Venkatraman [12] described such a
problem for manufacturing the constructions of large diameter
steel pipes, in which human judgment must be taken into account.
Pipes are purchased from suppliers who provide them in lengths
of 10-20 meters. Tubes are cut to appropriate lengths and then
assembled; the respective lengths may also be obtained by
welding shorter pipes, but less than 3 meters and with a maximum
of two welds (for reasons of strength). Pipes are stored in stacks
up to 10 pieces in one, while only the top layer of the pipescan be
used to the production. The task of logistics and planning services
is to control laying the pipes in stacks and cutting/welding
operations to keep waste (pieces less than 3 meters) during week
periodsat minimal level. Eight complex rules, using the
calculation of attribute values and supporting functions, were
developed for this purpose. The authors reported the high
usefulness of such a system in a particular company.
J. Cheng and C. Chou [3] proposed a decision support system
that uses control charts to monitor the volume of stocks and
demand for products in order to determine the cycles and volume
of supply. They developed four complex rules taking into account
the size of the inventory and another four taking into account the
quantity of orders for products. The rules are based on the
proposals of the Western Electric Handbook cards in conjunction
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with ARMA (Auto-Regressive Moving Average), monitoring
time series data. In spite of system simplicity the authors reported
its high efficiency confirmed by simulation experiments.

5. Conclusions
Business rules provedto successfully supportawiderange of
management decisions, from sales and marketing activities,
through accounting, up to human resources management.
In both literature and business practice, we can find examples
of problems where business rules would function as a stand-alone
tool or as part of a hybrid system. The aim of this paper was to
indicate possible applications of rule-based approach in
production management, especially in foundries. BRMS are a
relatively new tool, hence in the literature there are only few
reports of their applications in the production management.
Moreover, this is an area in which decisions are primarily of
quantitative nature, for which business rules are not the best
solution. In this situation, we believe that BR can play at most a
supporting role in manufacturing management, but alone cannot
form a complete solution. Knowledge base utilizing business rules
approach combined with modern architectures of computer
integrated systems allow for decision making at various
production areas i.e. manufacturing, maintenance, quality control,
and inventory management.
The main advantages of BRM approach, compared with
traditional manual system, are:
1. similar, objective view of firm activities across all firm
departments,
2. easy simulation of the system performance,
3. flexible solution which means that it can follow even rapid
changes in of factors coming from inside the enterprise
and/or its environment,
4. easy to maintain system; as it is no problem to delete, add or
update the rules.
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